[DOI: 10.1299/mej. geometrically-derived arc trajectories as avoidance trajectories. It enables to calculate avoidance trajectories with very low computational cost, and forecast availability of collision avoidance in advance of starting autonomous collision avoidance maneuver. The autonomous frontal obstacle avoidance system was designed as a total collision avoidance system in which sensing of an obstacle, judgment of availability of avoidance, decision of an optimal avoidance method (braking or steering) and control of the vehicle motion are integrated (Hayashi et al., 2011) . In addition, incorporation of prediction of obstacle's movement has improved the system to avoid collision with moving obstacles like pedestrians (Hayashi et al., 2012) . However, the system needs more improvement from the following viewpoints. However, there are still remaining challenges causing decrement of collision avoidance performance. One is that trajectory tracking performance is not good because of the dynamics of the vehicle and its steering system. Another challenge is that it cannot respond to change of behavior of the obstacle during avoidance. These challenges have its roots in that the avoidance trajectory is generated only once at the start of the avoidance maneuver. Therefore, incorporating trajectory updating function in the system is considered to solve the challenges. The other remaining challenges include improvement of accuracy of pedestrian detection and motion prediction of it. However, since the system employs simple and basic methods for them, the system can be improved by replacing them with advanced techniques actively researched and developed by many researchers in recent years.
Based on the aforementioned, this paper proposes a regeneration method of avoidance trajectory which start from the vehicle position in the middle of avoidance. Then the autonomous frontal obstacle avoidance system is redesigned to incorporate trajectory updating function utilizing the proposed trajectory regeneration method. The redesigned system is examined by numerical simulations to evaluate the validity and effectiveness.
Target scene and supposed vehicle
The target situation of this study is shown in Fig. 1 . A frontal obstacle such as a pedestrian jumps out from the roadside while the ego-vehicle is driving along road boundaries such as walls. Assumed conditions are as follows:
(1) The road is straight with road boundaries on both sides in an urban area.
(2) Only a single obstacle appears from the roadside when the ego-vehicle is in motion.
(3) It is not available to avoid the obstacle by evading leftward.
(4) There is a space between the obstacle and the right-side road boundary for the vehicle to pass through. Hayashi, Fujimori, Iwata and Nagai, Mechanical Engineering Journal, Vol.4, No.1 (2017) The supposed vehicle is shown in Fig. 2 . It is equipped with a laser range finder (LIDAR) to obtain the relative distances to objects over a wide range. It is also equipped with vehicle motion sensors such as accelerometers, a vehicle speed sensor and a yaw rate sensor. In addition, a digital signal processor is installed on the vehicle to control the vehicle velocity and steering angle. The specifications of the vehicle is shown in Table 1 .
The theory of avoidance trajectory

The number of arcs needed to evade an obstacle and a road boundary
This chapter describes the derivation of avoidance trajectories, which is the essential of this study. The derivation of avoidance trajectory differs depending on positional relationship among the vehicle, the obstacle and the road boundary. The positional relationship is divided roughly into two types and they are subdivided into two patterns each.
Avoidance trajectory by two arcs
If the obstacle is on the vehicle's course, the vehicle should turn right to evade the obstacle first, and then turn left to evade the road boundary. Therefore, two turns are necessary to evade both the obstacle and the road boundary at least. In this study, to minimize the maximum steering angle during avoidance, the avoidance trajectory is made by two arcs with the same radius and the radius should be as large as possible.
The avoidance trajectory by two arcs can be subdivided into two patterns, as shown in Fig. 3 . In Fig. 3 , O v is current vehicle position, S is the steering switching point at which the vehicle should change turning direction from right to left, F is finishing position of avoidance. F is defined as the point at which the vehicle direction is in parallel to the road boundary.
Trajectory A is for cases that the road boundary is far enough from the vehicle and the obstacle ( Fig. 3(a) ). In this case, the vehicle should concentrate only on avoiding the obstacle at first. After avoiding the obstacle, it is desirable to restore the yaw angle of the vehicle. The geometrical condition of trajectory A is as follows:
( 
where x pr and y pr are coordinates of the right edge of the obstacle, θ v is the angle of the vehicle against the road boundary. The arc SF is as the arc with radius R A which starts from the point S and ends in parallel to the road boundary. Trajectory A is available when the finishing point F is more than r away from the road boundary. This is expressed as: Hayashi, Fujimori, Iwata and Nagai, Mechanical Engineering Journal, Vol.4, No.1 (2017) [DOI: 10.1299/mej.16-00306]
where l wr is the distance between the vehicle and the road boundary. If Eq.
(2) is not satisfied, avoidance by trajectory A causes a collision with the road boundary. In such cases, trajectory B ( Fig. 3(b) ) is able to avoid the obstacle without having a collision with the road boundary. Trajectory B is formulated with the following geometrical conditions.
( (B-v) The arc SF is circumscribed to the off-limit line L W .
(B-vi) The off-limit circle CP is inscribed in the arc SF. From these conditions, the following fourth degree equation is obtained: The radius R B is the largest real root among four roots of Eq. (4). It can be solved numerically with negligible computational cost. θ B can be calculated by assigning the value of R B to the following equation:
Trajectory B is available unless the off-limit circle C P intersects the off-limit line L W , that is, there is no space to pass between the obstacle and the road boundary.
Avoidance trajectory by one arc
If the obstacle is not on the vehicle's course as shown in Fig. 4 , one left turn is enough to avoid both of the obstacle and road boundary. In this study, the following two trajectories are derived. Trajectory C is an avoidance trajectory for the obstacle. It aims at restoring the yaw angle of the vehicle keeping the vehicle off the obstacle. Trajectory C is formulated with the following geometrical conditions.
(C-i) The arc O V F is circumscribed to the vehicle direction line L V .
(C-ii) The arc O V F passes through the current vehicle position.
(C-iii) The off-limit circle C P is inscribed in the arc O V F. From these conditions, the turning radius R C and the central angle of the arc θ C are solved as: Hayashi, Fujimori, Iwata and Nagai, Mechanical Engineering Journal, Vol.4, No.1 (2017) 
Trajectory C is available when the finishing point is more than r away from the road boundary. This is expressed as:
Trajectory D is an avoidance trajectory for the road boundary. It aims at restoring the yaw angle of the vehicle keeping the vehicle off the road boundary. Trajectory D is formulated with the following geometrical conditions.
(
The arc O V F passes through the current vehicle position.
(D-iii) The arc O V F is circumscribed to the off-limit line L W . The radius R D and the central angle θ D are derived from these conditions as follows:
Trajectory D is available unless the off-limit circle C P intersects the off-limit line L W . This condition is expressed as:
4. Redesign of the autonomous frontal obstacle avoidance system
Outline of the proposed system
In this chapter, the autonomous frontal obstacle avoidance system is redesigned to build avoidance trajectory updating function into it. Figure 5 (a) shows the flow chart of the proposed system. This system consists of four subsystems: surroundings recognition, obstacle position prediction, avoidance trajectory generation and desired steering angle profile generation. The following subsections describes them in detail. The system is supposed to be activated if an obstacle is on the vehicle's course and the time-to-collision is less than 2.0 seconds. Although the system should include a decision branch to execute braking without steering like automatic emergency braking, this study does not implement it since the main theme of this study is collision avoidance by steering. Figure 5 (b) shows the flow chart of the previous system proposed by the authors (Hayashi et al., 2012) , as a reference. Avoidance by braking is omitted in the figure. The difference is that the previous system calculates avoidance trajectory only once at the start of avoidance, that is, it does not update the avoidance trajectory after starting autonomous avoidance.
Surrounding recognition
It has been reported in the authors' previous study (Hayashi et al., 2012) that the obstacle and road boundaries can Hayashi, Fujimori, Iwata and Nagai, Mechanical Engineering Journal, Vol.4, No.1 (2017) [DOI: 10.1299/mej.16-00306] (a) the proposed system (b) the previous system Fig. 5 Flow chart of the frontal obstacle avoidance system. The proposed system has a trajectory updating function, whereas the previous system generates avoidance trajectory only once.
be detected and the position of them can be measured by using LIDAR if they are in front of the vehicle, though the method is a simple one. The system may use a more advanced techniques to detect an obstacle and measure the position and speed of it, in order to improve the accuracy of collision avoidance. In this paper, since the main purpose of this study is to verify the updating method of the avoidance trajectory, surroundings recognition subsystem is omitted and the position of the obstacle (X ob , Y ob ) and the road boundary L wr (see Fig. 1 ) are directly given to the obstacle position prediction subsystem. In addition, the speed of the obstacle (V obx , V oby ) is calculated from the difference of position of the obstacle in 0.2 seconds.
Obstacle position prediction
To deal with moving obstacles like pedestrians, the authors' previous studies (Hayashi et al., 2012) have proposed to utilize predicted position of the obstacle to generate the avoidance trajectory instead of the current position of the obstacle. The prediction procedure is as follows.
First, the time to collision T to is calculated under assumption that the obstacle moves at the constant speed and the vehicle moves straightforward decelerating with a constant deceleration. T to is expressed as:
where X v is the position of the vehicle, V v is the vehicle speed, a vx is acceleration of the vehicle and l h is the distance between the center of gravity of the vehicle and the front end of the vehicle. Then, the obstacle position at the time instant when the vehicle collide with the obstacle is predicted by the following equation:
Avoidance trajectories are generated against the predicted obstacle position (X pr , Y pr ) expressed above.
Since this is also a simple and basic prediction method using first order prediction, the predicted position of the obstacle is not necessarily accurate. However, the inaccuracy is compensated by the trajectory updating method described below. Alternatively, the system may use a more advanced techniques to predict an obstacle's motion. Hayashi, Fujimori, Iwata and Nagai, Mechanical Engineering Journal, Vol.4, No.1 (2017) [DOI: 10.1299/mej.16-00306]
Avoidance trajectory generation (and updating)
This subsystem updates the avoidance trajectory using the theory proposed in Chapter 3 to accommodate change of behavior of the obstacle. The avoidance trajectory is to be revised only when necessary. Therefore, whether the current avoidance trajectory causes collision or not has to be forecast before revising the avoidance trajectory.
Collision forecast
A collision is forecast to occur if the predicted obstacle position or the road boundary is on the vehicle's course.
Since it is assumed to be impossible to avoid the obstacle by evading leftward, the vehicle is forecast to collide with the obstacle if the right edge of the obstacle (X pr , Y pr ) is in the shaded area in Fig. 6(a) . Though r has been defined as the half of the vehicle width in Chapter 3, to add an extra margin of safety, r is set at 0.5475m, including a margin of 0.05m.
In addition, the vehicle is forecast to collide with the road boundary if the finishing point of the avoidance trajectory F is in the shaded area. This can occur because the vehicle cannot follow the avoidance trajectory strictly due to the dynamics of the vehicle and its steering system.
If the current avoidance trajectory is forecast to cause a collision with the obstacle or the road boundary, the system update the avoidance trajectory by the following method. Otherwise, the system continues to use the current trajectory. Then, the current turning radius R * and central angle θ * is not updated.
Judgement of the number of arcs
If revision of avoidance trajectory is necessary, the system determines the number of arcs needed, utilizing Trajectory D. Since trajectory D is the largest arc which does not cause collision with the road boundary, if trajectory D cause a collision with the obstacle, it means that one arc is not enough to avoid collision. Hence, the avoidance trajectory must be composed of two arcs then. Figure 7 (a) depicts the case which requires two arcs. Otherwise, one arc is enough to avoid both of the obstacle and road boundary as shown in Fig. 7(b) .
Availability check of trajectory A
If the number of arcs necessary for collision avoidance is two, the system check if trajectory A is available or not using Eq. (2). If trajectory A is available, the radius and central angle of avoidance trajectory arc are updated as R * =R A and θ * =θ A . Otherwise, the system employs trajectory B, updating them as R * =R B and θ * =θ B .
Availability check of trajectory C (branching by forecast collision object)
If the number of arcs is one, the system checks whether the forecast collision object is the obstacle or the road boundary. If the forecast collision object is the obstacle, it means that the radius of the avoidance trajectory is too small. Therefore, the radius of the avoidance trajectory arc should be increased. In this study, to minimize the amount of revision, trajectory C is employed and the radius and central angle of avoidance trajectory arc are updated as R * =R C and θ * =θ C . On the contrary, if the forecast collision object is the road boundary, it means that the radius of the avoidance trajectory is too large. Therefore, trajectory D is employed to decrease the radius of the avoidance trajectory arc and the radius and central angle of avoidance trajectory arc are updated as R * =R D and θ * =θ D . If the finishing point is in the shaded area in (b), the vehicle is forecast to collide with the road boundary. Hayashi, Fujimori, Iwata and Nagai, Mechanical Engineering Journal, Vol.4, No.1 (2017) 
Turning radius check
After the avoidance trajectory is revised, the system checks if the radius of the trajectory arc is larger than the minimum turning radius R min . If the radius is smaller than R min , the vehicle cannot follow the avoidance trajectory even with its maximum steering angle. It means that a collision with the obstacle or the road boundary is physically inevitable. In this case, the vehicle should take an appropriate collision mitigation measure. Since it is not the main theme of this study to discuss it, collision mitigation function is omitted and the system continues to decelerate the vehicle holding current steering angle.
Generation of desired steering angle
the desired steering angle  sw * is recalculated using the updated radius R * as follows:
where V 0 is initial vehicle speed, which is supposed to be obtained by wheel speed sensors equipped in the vehicle. K, N, l are the stability factor, steering gear ratio and wheelbase of the vehicle, respectively. Their values have been shown in Table 1 . σ=−1 if the employed trajectory is trajectory A or B and it is replaced with 1 to switch turning direction from right to left after θ v reaches θ * . If the employed trajectory is C or D, σ=1. For all trajectories, once θ v reaches zero, σ is kept at σ=0. In addition to steering, the vehicle is decelerated with maximum deceleration (−2m/s 2 ) to stop promptly since the supposed scenes are emergency avoidance scenes.
Verification by numerical simulation
Dynamics model of the vehicle 5.1.1 Vehicle model
Numerical simulation are executed to verify the validity and effectiveness of the redesigned system. The bicycle model shown in Fig. 8 is used as the vehicle model. x and y are the moving coordinate whose origin is the center of gravity of the vehicle. Ψ is the yaw angle of the vehicle. The equation of motion is expressed as:
where u and v are longitudinal and lateral velocity of the vehicle. γ is yawrate, which equals to   . δ f is steering angle of the front tire, F sf and F sr are the side forces of front and rear tire and F dr is the driving force of the rear tires. F sf , F sr and F dr are expressed as: Hayashi, Fujimori, Iwata and Nagai, Mechanical Engineering Journal, Vol.4, No.1 (2017) [DOI: 10.1299/mej.16-00306] Fig. 8 Vehicle model (bicycle model). Fig. 9 Steering system model.
where C f and C r are cornering stiffness of front and rear tires.
Steering system model
The steering system is simulated by the dynamics model shown in Fig. 9 . The equation of motion in terms of steering wheel angle δ sw is expressed as:
where J s is moment of inertia of the steering system, C s is viscous damping coefficient of the steering system and ξ is pneumatic trail. Their values are J s =13 Nm 2 , C s =140Ns/rad and ξ=0.06m. N is steering gear ratio, whose value is shown in Table 1 . T h is steering torque applied by a servo motor. The control law of the steering angle is as follows: 
The control method of the actual steering servo controller is closed to the public. Therefore, it may be different from this kind of controller. However, it has been reported that the response of the steering system in the simulations with the bangbang control law agrees well with that of the actual experimental vehicle (Hayashi et al., 2011) .
Vehicle trajectory and time history data of the simulation results
Simulation conditions
In this section, numerical simulations are executed under two conditions about the obstacle. The time history position of the obstacle in each conditions are shown in Fig. 10 and 11 . Figure 10 indicates the obstacle cross the road from north to south with a constant speed. Figure 11 indicates that the obstacle moves southward at first and veers southwestward after 1.0seconds. Road width is 4m and 5m, respectively. The initial speed of the vehicle is 8m/s and autonomous avoidance system is activated at 0 second in both conditions. Figures 12 and 13 show the simulation result for condition 1. Fig. 12 is the result of the previous system and Fig. 13 is the result of the proposed system. In each figure, (a) shows the trajectories of the vehicle and the obstacle. Yellow squares and cyan (magenta) rectangles show the position and posture of the obstacle and the vehicle of every 0.2 second, respectively. However, the obstacles have not been drawn after the vehicle passed the obstacle. Therefore, if a yellow square has an overlap with a cyan (magenta) rectangle, it indicates that the vehicle collides with the obstacle. Each figure Hayashi, Fujimori, Iwata and Nagai, Mechanical Engineering Journal, Vol.4, No.1 (2017) Fig. 12 Simulation result (the previous system, condition 1). The vehicle collides with the obstacle because of the delay of the steering system. Fig. 13 Simulation result (the proposed system, condition 1). The proposed system successfully avoids the obstacle without having a collision with the road boundary.
Simulation results
(b) shows the time history data of avoidance trajectory, desired turning radius and steering angle. In the graphs of avoidance trajectory, A to D mean that the avoidance trajectory is revised by each of the avoidance trajectory and H means that the avoidance trajectory is not revised but the current trajectory is inherited. Figure 12 (a) indicates that the previous system causes a collision with the obstacle. It is mainly due to the response delay of the steering system as shown in the bottom graph of Fig. 12(b) . Inaccuracy of obstacle position prediction expressed by Eq. (12) is also a cause of the collision. The obstacle position is predicted by assuming that the vehicle moves straight, whereas the actual vehicle turns right to evade the obstacle. Therefore, T to calculated by Eq. (11) is not accurate. However, it is impossible to predict an accurate obstacle position since the motion of the ego-vehicle is determined based on the predicted obstacle position. Therefore, the assumption must be permissible.
On the other hand, Fig. 13(a) indicates that the proposed system avoids the obstacle without collision. The top graph of Fig. 13(b) indicates that the system continues revising avoidance trajectory until it passes the obstacle. The middle graph indicates that turning radius is decreased to compensate the delay of the steering system and inaccuracy of the prediction. These results indicate that the proposed system is more effective even for obstacles with constant motion. Figure 14(a) indicates that the previous system causes a collision with the obstacle also in this condition. Condition of collision is even worse. On the other hand, Fig. 15(a) indicates that the proposed system succeeds in collision avoidance with the obstacle and the road boundary. The top graph of Fig. 15(b) indicates that the system revises avoidance trajectory using avoidance trajectory B before the change of motion of the obstacle at 1.0 second since the road is narrower in this condition. After evading the obstacle, the system revises avoidance trajectory by using avoidance trajectory D in order to avoid collision with the road boundary. The middle graph of the Fig. 15 (b) indicates that the system decreases the turning radius rapidly to respond to the change of motion of the obstacle at 1.0 second. These results indicate that the proposed system is valid and effective to the obstacles which changes its motion during avoidance.
Basic overall evaluation of performance improvement by Monte Carlo method
In this section, an overall evaluation is carried out in order to assess the performance improvement by the proposed system quantitatively. Time history simulations are executed 1,000 times varying obstacle motion and road width at random within the range shown in Table 2 . The simulations does not include the conditions that the obstacle blocks the space for the ego-vehicle to pass through due to the assumed condition of target scenes (4).
In this chapter, the half of the vehicle width with safety margin r for the previous system is set at 0.8m, which is the value used in the previous study (Hayashi et al., 2012) to compensate the delay of the steering system. Figure 16 shows the result of the assessment. As can be seen in Fig. 16 , the proposed system increases the success rate from 72.0% to 91.4% despite less safety margin. Moreover, the proposed system collides mainly with road boundaries even in cases of failure, whereas the previous system collides only with the obstacle such as pedestrians. Therefore, in terms of avoidance of obstacles, the success rate of the proposed system is 99.0%. Though it is arguable which is better to collide if the collision is inevitable, it is sure that the proposed system improves the collision avoidance performance, leading to the conclusion that the proposed trajectory updating method is valid and effective. Hayashi, Fujimori, Iwata and Nagai, Mechanical Engineering Journal, Vol.4, No.1 (2017) [DOI: 10.1299/mej.16-00306] (a) The previous system (r=0.8m) b) The proposed system (r=0.5475m) Fig. 16 Success rate of collision avoidance. The collision avoidance performance of the proposed system is higher than that of the previous system.
Conclusion
This paper proposed an autonomous frontal avoidance system with trajectory updating function, by building a regeneration method of avoidance trajectory which starts from the vehicle position in the middle of avoidance into the previously proposed system. The redesigned system is examined by numerical simulations to evaluate the validity and effectiveness. The result indicates that the proposed trajectory updating method is valid and effective.
The future work is to implement the propose system in the vehicle shown in Fig. 2 and carry out demonstration experiments using the real car.
